Hubs are network components that hold positions of high importance for network function. Previous research has identified hubs in human brain networks derived from neuroimaging data; however, there is little consensus on the localization of such hubs. Moreover, direct evidence regarding the role of various proposed hubs in network function (e.g., cognition) is scarce. Regions of the default mode network (DMN) have been frequently identified as "cortical hubs" of brain networks. On theoretical grounds, we have argued against some of the methods used to identify these hubs and have advocated alternative approaches that identify different regions of cortex as hubs. Our framework predicts that our proposed hub locations may play influential roles in multiple aspects of cognition, and, in contrast, that hubs identified via other methods (including salient regions in the DMN) might not exert such broad influence. Here we used a neuropsychological approach to directly test these predictions by studying long-term cognitive and behavioral outcomes in 30 patients, 19 with focal lesions to six "target" hubs identified by our approaches (high system density and participation coefficient) and 11 with focal lesions to two "control" hubs (high degree centrality). In support of our predictions, we found that damage to target locations produced severe and widespread cognitive deficits, whereas damage to control locations produced more circumscribed deficits. These findings support our interpretation of how neuroimaging-derived network measures relate to cognition and augment classic neuroanatomically based predictions about cognitive and behavioral outcomes after focal brain injury.
Hubs are network components that hold positions of high importance for network function. Previous research has identified hubs in human brain networks derived from neuroimaging data; however, there is little consensus on the localization of such hubs. Moreover, direct evidence regarding the role of various proposed hubs in network function (e.g., cognition) is scarce. Regions of the default mode network (DMN) have been frequently identified as "cortical hubs" of brain networks. On theoretical grounds, we have argued against some of the methods used to identify these hubs and have advocated alternative approaches that identify different regions of cortex as hubs. Our framework predicts that our proposed hub locations may play influential roles in multiple aspects of cognition, and, in contrast, that hubs identified via other methods (including salient regions in the DMN) might not exert such broad influence. Here we used a neuropsychological approach to directly test these predictions by studying long-term cognitive and behavioral outcomes in 30 patients, 19 with focal lesions to six "target" hubs identified by our approaches (high system density and participation coefficient) and 11 with focal lesions to two "control" hubs (high degree centrality). In support of our predictions, we found that damage to target locations produced severe and widespread cognitive deficits, whereas damage to control locations produced more circumscribed deficits. These findings support our interpretation of how neuroimaging-derived network measures relate to cognition and augment classic neuroanatomically based predictions about cognitive and behavioral outcomes after focal brain injury.
functional connectivity | neuropsychology | fMRI | brain hubs T he careful description of circumscribed cognitive and behavioral deficits following localized brain damage has provided much of our knowledge of the functional geography of the brain. In some cases, however, relatively small, circumscribed lesions seem to have broader effects than would be predicted from their size and location. Historically, these effects sometimes have been attributed to diaschisis (i.e., effects at a distance) owing to connections between affected and unaffected brain regions. The potential importance of interactivity among brain regions is supported by recent research (1-3); for example, He et al. (4) found that visuospatial inattention after right inferior parietal lesions was best explained by the effects of those lesions on more superior parietal activity.
In the broadest sense, interactive explanations of brain function can be thought of as reflecting the organization of the brain as a large-scale network. The advent of large-scale network descriptions of brain structure and function extends the possibility of richer and broader explanations of unusually severe cognitive and behavioral consequences that sometimes follow circumscribed lesions. Some large-scale network studies have focused on "hubs," a term from network science that indicates potential points of importance for network traffic. Two contrasting views of hubs have arisen. One view focuses on the number of connections between sets of regions, with those regions showing the most connections (i.e., highest degree) considered candidate hubs. For example, Hagmann et al. (5) reported that the posterior midline is the "core" of structural brain networks, and Buckner et al. (6) reported that "cortical hubs" are found in the precuneus/posterior cingulate (pCC) and elsewhere in the default mode network (DMN) . Several other studies have found that regions of the DMN, especially the pCC, have high ratings on related measures of network importance (7-9) ( Fig. S1 ).
In contradistinction, we have argued that in correlation networks, such as those studied using resting state fMRI, degree may not reflect the importance of a node to network function because it can be strongly modulated by network size (10) . Degree measures the number of connections that a given region makes, but not the number of unique systems connected to that region. We have predicted that lesions of brain regions exhibiting correlated activity with multiple brain systems will produce widespread effects on brain function ( Fig. 1) (10) . This prediction builds on investigations that partitioned the cortex into multiple functionally distinct systems based on correlated activity in spontaneous functional MRI (fMRI) signal (11) (12) (13) . Analysis at the level of these systems permits new measures for brain regions (Fig. 1) : system density is a measure of the physical proximity of multiple brain systems (Fig. 1A) , and participation coefficient is a measure of the number of different systems with which a node has strong signal correlations ( Fig. 1B) .
Our framework makes the following predictions: first, that lesions to locations with high system density and a high participation coefficient will affect processing in multiple systems and produce impairment across several cognitive domains, and Significance Thought depends on the brain, and cognitive neuroscience has shown that different sets of brain regions (systems) support different cognitive abilities. We hypothesized that complex cognition might be especially supported by hub brain locations that participate in many such systems. We studied neurological patients with focal brain lesions, and found that damage to hub locations produced much greater cognitive impairment than damage to other locations. This work may improve the understanding of outcomes of brain injuries (from, e.g., stroke, resection, or trauma) and help inform prognosis and rehabilitation efforts.
second, that lesions to locations with low scores on these measures will have more limited consequences. These predictions align with and advance an emerging perspective on the importance of connector regions in brain networks (1, 2, 14) .
This investigation provides a first-order test of our hub definition by evaluating long-term cognitive and behavioral outcomes in 30 patients (Table 1 and Table S1 ), 19 with focal lesions to six "target" locations with high values of participation coefficient and system density as suggested by our approach, and 11 with focal lesions to two "control" locations with high degree centrality: pCC and anterior medial prefrontal cortex (amPFC). Neuropsychological data were collected and lesions were localized at >3 mo after injury. Our prediction is that damage to brain regions that are proximal to and participate with many brain systems (i.e., target locations) will produce widespread cognitive impairment. If only lesions in target locations produce this pattern, then our framework is supported, whereas if only lesions in control locations produce this pattern, then our framework is not supported. These possibilities correspond to the relative success of diversity-emphasizing versus connection-counting network measures in identifying important brain regions in fMRI correlation networks. More generally, either outcome would be a major demonstration of the utility of studying spontaneous brain activity using network analysis.
Results
The Iowa Neurological Patient Registry (hereinafter, "the Registry") contains data from patients with focal, stable brain lesions who have undergone comprehensive neuropsychological testing and brain imaging in the chronic epoch (>3 mo after lesion onset). On the basis of lesion location alone (i.e., blinded to the neuropsychological data) we identified 30 patients in the Registry with a focal lesion encompassing one of the six target or two control locations. Fig. 1 and Fig. S2 present network data underlying target and control location selection, and Fig. S3 provides images of lesion locations. Lesion sizes were not significantly different between groups, and on average lesions were slightly larger in the control group than in the target group (see Methods). Selection criteria are presented in Methods.
We evaluated cognitive and behavioral data obtained from the neuropsychological profile of each patient. Neuropsychological reports and test data were reviewed by two clinical neuropsychologists (who were blinded to lesion location and not informed of the purposes of the study) to rate each patient's degree of impairment across several cognitive and behavioral domains (referred to as "cognitive domains" hereinafter) (Table  S2 ). The cognitive domains were modeled after the domains listed in Lezak's Neuropsychological Assessment (15), a standard clinical neuropsychology textbook. This procedure yielded a numerical score for each patient in each cognitive domain. Impairment Ratings. The disparity between the consequences of lesions to target versus control locations is immediately appreciable in Fig. 2 (Left). ANOVA yielded significant effects of group, cognitive domain, and interactions of group and cognitive domain; full statistical details are provided in Table S3 . For the group of patients with target lesions, significant impairment (i.e., mean impairment scores > 0) was found in all nine domains. In contrast, the control group was significantly impaired in three of the nine domains (Executive Functions, Personal Adjustment/ Emotional Functions, and Adaptive Functions) and marginally impaired in the Construction/Motor Performance domain. In group contrasts, patients with lesions to target locations were significantly more impaired than patients with lesions to control locations in seven of the nine domains (highlighted column of Fig. 2, Right) .
On average, a target lesion produced impairment in 6.89 domains (SD = 1.37), whereas a control lesion produced impairment in 2.64 domains (SD = 1.21), a statistically significant difference (Wilcox Z = 4.355, P < 0.001). This general pattern of greater impairment in the target group across many cognitive domains held regardless of whether group differences were tested using all target locations (six locations; cases 12-30), only the higher-sampled target locations (two locations; cases 12-23), or only the less-sampled target locations (four locations; cases 24-30).
Follow-Up Analyses. We performed several follow-up analyses to evaluate the extent to which various demographic and lesion variables played a role in the cognitive and behavioral results. We found no evidence that the main finding (i.e., that the target group had greater cognitive impairment in more domains than the control group) could be thoroughly accounted for by any factor other than lesion location ( Fig. 2 ). Although most factors had limited effects ( Fig. S4 and Table S4 ), outcomes varied somewhat with lesion etiology (Fig. S4D ). Patients with resections (n = 10; 7 control, 3 target) had group differences congruent with our predictions. Among patients with an etiology of stroke (n = 20; 4 control, 16 target), the general pattern held but the magnitude of the group difference was attenuated. This attenuation obtained because the two control cases who were most impaired (cases 1 and 8) both had an etiology of stroke, and these two cases comprised half the control sample in this strokeonly supplemental analysis.
Network Properties of Lesioned Brain Regions. Network properties derived from functional neuroimaging data of healthy young adults were used to identify target and control locations. The actual lesions extended beyond the target and control regions of interest (ROIs) and locations, however; for example, the glass Communities (systems) in a brain-wide network. (Right) Node participation coefficients, with warmer colors denoting nodes that display spontaneous BOLD activity that correlates with multiple systems. (C) Plots of system density and participation coefficients overlaid. Target locations (circles) show where lesions might produce multi-system impairment. Control locations (diamonds) are predicted not to produce widespread impairment. Only 4 of 6 target locations are shown (those in the left hemisphere). (D) Node degree, with warmer colors indicating higher degree. Note that regions with high degree (D) may have low system density and/or participation coefficient (C). Fig. S2 presents additional information about these data. The names for systems given in the left-side legend are either those commonly used (e.g., DMN) or are demonstrated functional properties of the labeled system when no consensus name exists (e.g., "Memory retrieval 1 " refers to data in ref. 12 , and "Memory retrieval 2 " refers to data in ref. 33 ).
brain shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the actual regions affected at the four well-sampled lesion locations (controls, blue; targets, red). Lesion extent and overlap is illustrated for each target and control location in Fig. S3 . It is important to determine whether the tissue that was actually lesioned had the network properties that we originally sought to isolate at our target and control locations.
We used the lesion masks to extract the network properties of the corresponding tissues in healthy subjects. The violin plots in Fig. 3 (Lower) show that the extended lesion territories generally had the intended network properties; for example, participation coefficients at the lesioned tissue were much higher in all target locations, and system density and link community membership were higher in most target locations. Measures of sampled degree aligned less well with expectations, but pCC lesions were associated with the highest observed degree.
Ideally, our lesion sampling would have yielded high degree for both control locations and low degree for all target locations ( Fig. 1D and Fig. S2 ). Instead, amPFC had the lowest sampled degree, likely because the amPFC lesions often sampled inferior tissue, including the orbitofrontal cortex, where fMRI signals are susceptible to methodological artifacts that yield low degree. However, neither idealized nor observed measures of degree , respectively) superimposed on the lesion-mapping template brain (in glass brain format) viewed from several perspectives (from left to right: frontal, left lateral, and dorsal). The cerebral cortex is shown in light gray, and the insular cortex is shown (bilaterally) in darker gray. The remaining colored portions of the figures indicate the lesion overlap of the two target and two control ROIs that were sampled most often. The illustrated degree of lesion overlap was selected on a per-group basis to best reflect the common portion of that group's brain damage; for the four groups, the degree of lesion overlap depicted is as follows: left posterior middle frontal gyrus (L pMFG), 4 (n = 6); left anterior insula (L aIns), 5 (n = 6); amPFC, 5 (n = 6); pCC, 3 (n = 5). Lesions at each individual target and control location are shown in Fig. S3 . (Right) Damage to several functional systems is evident in both groups (see also Fig. S5 ). (Lower) Violin plots of the network properties of the tissue sampled by the lesions, binned by lesion location. The participation coefficient is the measure that best distinguishes target and control locations.
predicted cognitive outcomes. Instead, participation coefficient was the best predictor of the highly disparate cognitive and behavioral outcomes among patients with lesions to target or control locations.
Discussion
We found that damage to target locations (i.e., brain regions in proximity to many functional systems that show coordinated activity with surrounding systems) produced severe and widespread cognitive impairment. Other studies have considered the effects of lesions on specific brain networks (2) (3) (4) (16) (17) (18) , and brain injuries affecting connector regions have been shown to alter network modularity to a greater degree than lesions of hubs (1). Here we have extended previous work (1, 10) by evaluating the neuropsychological consequences of lesions to hubs identified with specific network properties.
Practitioners of neurology and neuropsychology have long observed that despite superficially similar brain lesions, different patients often present with very different degrees of impairment and exhibit very different recovery trajectories. Extent of poststroke recovery varies with many patient-related factors (e.g., age at stroke onset, sex, handedness, socioeconomic status) and various stroke-and lesion-related factors (e.g., initial stroke severity, lesion size, stroke subtype, lesion location), but these factors have very limited predictive power for outcome (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . Even good predictors, including initial stroke severity and lesion volume, leave most of the variability in outcome unexplained (25) (26) (27) (28) .
Network-level considerations, especially pertaining to crosssystem participation, may help explain the variability in outcomes. We speculate that focal lesions centered on highly participatory brain regions may affect communication between functional systems, thereby causing more widespread cognitive impairment than comparable damage within any single functional system. The disparate cognitive findings between patients with target lesions and those with control lesions, along with the disparate participation coefficient measures sampled by target and control lesions, support such an interpretation. By an alternative account, small amounts of damage to many systems may affect the independent functioning of each system to produce poor outcomes, perhaps via diaschisis (2) . Our data provide less support for this explanation; although control lesions tended to damage fewer systems than target lesions, there was substantial overlap between the number of systems actually affected by target and control lesions ( Fig. 3) .
A third alternative is that perhaps target lesions, but not control lesions, degraded one common, critical system that could account for the disparity in outcomes. This possibility is reminiscent of the framework advanced by Woolgar et al. (17) , in which estimated IQ loss was related to the amount of damage to a "multiple demand" system that effectively combines two systems of this study ( Fig. 1 : frontoparietal, yellow; cingulo-opercular, purple). However, when the systems affected by lesions in our sample were examined, only modest support was found for this explanation: frontoparietal and cingulo-opercular systems were damaged in the control lesions, and the cingulo-opercular system was completely spared by lesions at one of our target locations. Future investigations of larger numbers of target locations may help adjudicate these and other possible explanations for our findings.
Large-scale investigation of the human brain's densely networked functional systems has become possible only recently, and the promise of this approach is evident in the agreement between our predictions and our findings. Our results inform the meaning of graph-theoretic measures in the context of functional brain networks characterized with Pearson correlations; for example, with regard to our target locations, several studies have converged on fairly similar localizations of "cross-system" relationships (10, 14, 29) , and it would appear that such measures identify regions that influence cognition broadly.
Meanwhile, although many previous investigations of functional neuroimaging networks have reported that the control regions that we tested have high degree, we found that degree did not identify regions of broad importance across many cognitive domains (at least insofar as the results from neuropsychological outcomes would indicate). Degree may be sufficiently influenced by system size that a given region's unique connections are not well captured or represented by the degree index. Notably, many versions of centrality that measure not only numbers of connections, but also path length information (e.g., PageRank centrality, subgraph centrality), yield patterns similar to degree centrality (Fig. S1 ).
Our study has some limitations. Sample sizes were relatively small, albeit comparable with those of other lesion studies with similar themes (1, 2) , and highly focal lesions encompassing particular cortical locations are rare (e.g., the 30 participants reported here were drawn from a much larger pool). Because this report represents a proof-of-principle test of a novel hypothesis, we investigated only a few target and control locations, leaving others for future investigation; however, our neuropsychological predictions were supported across all locations tested and nearly all participants examined despite blinded selection based solely on neuroanatomical criteria. Lesion etiology was mixed in our patient sample, and future investigations should address any contributions of this factor by evaluating more patients with stroke. Language impairments were prevalent in the target group, but several target patients (with right-lateralized and midline lesions) had normal language but still exhibited impairment in many cognitive and behavioral domains.
In conclusion, this neuropsychological investigation provides support for our characterization of important components of brain networks. Damage to regions with high system density and high participation coefficient produced widespread cognitive deficits, whereas damage to other locations produced more circumscribed deficits, consistent with predictions derived from the framework advanced by Power et al. (10) . Our findings enhance the understanding of brain organization and function in ways that may eventually translate into useful knowledge capable of informing clinical practice.
Methods
Network Measures in Resting-State MRI Data From Healthy Young Adults. To identify locations in the brain that might serve important integrative functions, three network analyses were performed in data from 120 healthy young adults, a dataset described previously (10) , along with the first two of the following three analyses. The first analysis (Fig. 1A) identified voxel-level communities in brain-wide networks, and then calculated at each voxel how many unique communities (or systems) were proximal to that voxel (system density). The second analysis (Fig. 1B) identified communities in a brain-wide network of 264 nodes, and then calculated how evenly a node's edges were distributed among all communities using the measure of participation coefficient. Nodes with high participation coefficient display signals highly correlated to many communities and, we speculate, may facilitate communication or integration of multiple types of information (10) .
A third analysis, not reported previously, was performed as well. Exactly the same matrices used in the participation coefficient analyses were used to form link matrices (30) , to which the Infomap algorithm was applied (31), yielding a set of link communities. Link communities provide community assignments to edges instead of nodes. For a given analysis, for a given node, we defined link community membership as the number of link communities to which the node belongs divided by the total number of link communities present in that analysis. Thus, link community membership indexes the diversity of a node's correlations. Echoing the methods behind the first two analyses, a summary link community index is the normalized mean value across all analyses for each node.
We have argued previously that using connection-counting measures such as degree in functional networks may not yield indices of node importance due to general properties of correlation networks (10) . Instead, we have argued that the diversity of correlations exhibited by a node may reflect that node's importance to network function. On this view, sites that score highly on the three measures described above may be especially important to brain function. To identify such locations, volumetric peaks in system density were found; then at all 264 nodes, the summary values from each of the three analyses were averaged across analyses; finally, target locations were identified where volumetric peaks were accompanied by nearby nodes with high scores across integrative measures (Fig. 1C ). Brain slices showing all measures described above are presented in Fig. S2 .
Identifying Target and Control Locations. Six sites were selected as target locations in our study (Figs. 1 and 3 and Fig. S2 ). These target location coordinates were selected before patient selection or examination of neuropsychological data. Because these analyses are proof-of-principle (i.e., testing the proposition that high degree does not reflect node importance in correlation networks, but diverse correlations may identify important nodes), we concentrated our efforts on these six target locations. Additional target locations will be the subject of future investigations. We chose two control location coordinates (Figs. 1 and 3 and Fig. S2 ) based on the considerations of (i) being located in association cortex (all target sites are in association cortex); (ii) low scores on the network measures used to identify target locations; (iii) being sufficiently distant from target sites to facilitate physical segregation of lesions; and (iv) previous identification as a putative brain hub. The pCC is widely viewed as a cortical hub based on degree-like measures in correlation networks (Fig. S1 ). Other portions of the DMN also have been identified using similar measures. Thus, we selected the pCC and amPFC as control sites, and used published coordinates (locations 3 and 6 of table 3 in ref. 6) to define our locations.
Patients with Brain Lesions. Consent. In compliance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, all patients granted informed consent at the time of their enrollment in the Iowa Neurological Patient Registry ("the Registry"). Selection procedure. Participants were selected from the Registry based solely on lesion locale and extent. Selections were made by D.E.W. and J.B., who were blinded to the neuropsychological profiles of all patients during the lesion selection process. Lesion mapping (typically based on structural MRI data, but occasionally based on CT data when MRI was contraindicated) was conducted using the MAP-3 procedure (32), in which lesions are manually mapped onto a common template brain. ROIs for the eight preselected locations (i.e., six targets and two controls) were instantiated as spheres (diameter = 8 mm) at the appropriate coordinates in template space (Fig. 3) , using an affine transform to warp MNI coordinates of desired target and control locations to the space of the MAP-3 template brain.
Patients were eligible for inclusion in the present study if their mapped lesion intersected with a target or control ROI. We set an inclusion criterion requiring that >50% of the ROI volume be lesioned, although this criterion was relaxed to include patients with any damage for the pCC control ROI 2, because the pCC is infrequently sampled by naturally occurring lesions. Despite this, we note that multiple studies have identified a large region of the pCC as being of high degree (Fig. S1 ), and that our pCC ROI is centered within this region. Therefore, even though the spherical pCC ROI is less well sampled by our lesions, the lesions encompassed much of the surrounding high-degree tissue (Fig. 3) . Overall, the selection process yielded a total of 30 patients, 19 with lesions damaging a target location and 11 with lesions that damaged a control location. We emphasize that no neuropsychological data had been examined at this point in the patient selection and study enrollment process. Demographic data. Demographic information for the target and control groups is presented in Table 1 and Table S1 . All patients suffered their brain lesion in adulthood (age ≥21 y), and all had contemporaneous structural neuroanatomical and neuropsychological studies in the chronic epoch (i.e., >3 mo after lesion onset). In accordance with their enrollment in the Registry, all patients had no history of intellectual limitation, learning disability, psychiatric disease, or dementia, and had focal, stable lesions. Raw years of education were statistically greater in the control group (Table 1) ; however, binned categorical education attainment (i.e., ≤12 y; 12-15 y, or ≥16 y; Table  S1 ) did not differ significantly between the groups (P = 0.431, Fisher's exact test), and neither did professional attainment (P = 0.264, Fisher's exact test) (Table S1 ). The target group was statistically older than the control group, and stroke was a more frequent etiology in the target group.
To explore whether any between-group demographic or lesion differences (whether statistically significant or not, and which might work for or against our hypotheses) could account for our results, we included follow-up analyses to address these variables (Results; Fig. 2, Right; and Table S4 ).
Lesion volume. We evaluated lesion volume for each group and tested for differences. Overall, the volume of lesions (in mm 3 ) to target and control locations [T(27.131) = 0.346, P = 0.734] and (normatively predicted) gray or white matter lesion volumes [for both, T(27) <1.1, P > 0.3] did not differ between the groups. One potential exception to this pattern was that the two dmPFC target lesions were unusually large; when these were excluded, the remaining 17 target lesions were significantly smaller than the 11 control lesions [T(18.676) = 2.16, P = 0.044]. To the extent that smaller lesions might be expected to correspond to lesser cognitive impairment, this would work against our predictions.
We also considered lesion volume in the larger context of Registry patients with mapped lesions (Fig. S6, Middle) . The lesion volume in the target group ranged from the 6th to the 99th percentile (mean, 49th percentile); in the control group, lesion volume ranged from the 21st to the 85th percentile (mean, 64th percentile). neuropsychological examination that included an interview with a boardcertified clinical neuropsychologist and an extensive battery of neuropsychological tests. Standardized quantitative indices were available for all major aspects of cognition and behavior, including intellectual abilities, memory, speech and language, perception and attention, visuoconstructional ability, psychomotor and psychosensory functions, executive functions, personality and affect, and adjustment and functional status. The neuropsychological examination was completed in the chronic epoch (>3 mo after onset), contemporaneous with the structural neuroimaging studies that provided the basis for the neuroanatomical analysis (as above).
To quantify the cognitive and behavioral data, neuropsychological reports and test data were reviewed to rate each patient's degree of impairment across classic cognitive and behavioral domains (15) . Each patient's status was rated in nine domains: Orientation/Attention, Perception, Memory, Verbal Functions/Language Skills, Construction/Motor Skills, Concept Formation/Reasoning, Executive Functions, Personal Adjustment/Emotional Functions, and Adaptive Functions (i.e., outcome) (Table S2 ). For each domain, the following rating scale was used: 0 = no impairment, meaning no significant impairment; 1 = moderate impairment, neuropsychological performance 1.5-2 SD below normative expectations and some effect on activities of daily living; 2 = severe impairment, neuropsychological performance at least 2 SD and typically ≥3 SD below normative expectations that substantially affect activities of daily living.
Each patient was rated independently by two experienced clinical neuropsychologists (N.L.D. and E.J.W.). The raters evaluated each patient's history, clinical notes, and neuropsychological dataset, and rendered ratings for each of the nine domains. Both raters were blinded to the specific lesion details of all participating patients in this rating phase, and both were deliberately blinded to the purpose, hypotheses, and motivating theoretical perspective of the study until after the rating phase. After the independent ratings were completed, an average of the two raters' scores was taken for each patient for each domain. Disparities were minor, and the overall interrater reliability from the independent ratings was acceptable (Fleiss-Cohen weighted κ = 0.502).
Analysis. Impairment rating data were used to evaluate group-level differences. Per-domain and overall impairment ratings were analyzed by testing for a main effect of group membership using parametric repeatedmeasures ANOVA, followed by planned tests of between-group differences per domain using nonparametric Wilcox tests (chosen to minimize the possibility of type I errors because of small sample sizes). Within-group impairments versus an expectation of no impairment (i.e., impairment score of 0) were tested using one-sample Wilcox tests. Overall cognitive impairment was evaluated by taking the mean rating of impairment across all domains for each patient and testing these per-patient aggregate ratings of impairment between groups. The significance of all statistical tests was determined using α = 0.05.
Follow-up analyses intended to control for influence of demographic variables, including education, age, and chronicity, were conducted by first regressing impairment scores on the demographic variables and then analyzing the residual values. For the remaining follow-up analyses, smaller samples of patients were used to limit the effects of the variable of concern (e.g., sex, handedness, damage to Broca's area, language deficits). That these variables did not cause control vs. target dissociations can be immediately appreciated in Fig. S4 , which represents Fig. 2 with various cases (columns) eliminated based on exclusion criteria. The degree of damage to putative functional systems (see Fig. 1 ) for the target and control groups is summarized in Fig. S5 . In addition, the relationship between lesion volume and neuropsychological profile in each group was evaluated using correlation measures (Fig. S6, Bottom) .
Supporting Information
Warren et al. 10 .1073/pnas.1322173111 SI Text Lesion Volume and Cognitive Impairment. Lesion volume is known to be related to cognitive dysfunction, with the unsurprising finding that more volume tends to cause more impairment (1) (2) (3) (4) . We evaluated the relationship between lesion volume and overall cognitive impairment in the target and control groups using correlation tests (Pearson's r). Log 10 -transformed lesion volume was correlated with mean cognitive impairment ratings (i.e., across all domains) for the target group (r = 0.703, P = 0.001), but not for the control group (r = 0.176, P = 0.605) (Fig. S6, Lower) . These correlations were only marginally different by Fisher's Z test (onetailed test for target > control, Z = 1.61, P = 0.053), but this is likely related to the relatively small sample sizes. The discrepancy is intriguing and may reflect the importance of regions near target locations for many different cognitive processes. were near Broca's area, and many subjects in the target group had impairments in the language domain. To explore this issue in more detail, we defined an anatomic region of interest (ROI) that allowed us to determine whether patients in our target group had lesions that intersected the classically defined Broca's area (i.e., the pars triangularis and pars opercularis, Brodmann's areas 44 and 45). Six of 19 patients in the target group had lesions that encroached on Broca's area (mean proportion of ROI damage, 0.327 ± 0.303), whereas the remaining 13 patients had lesions that spared Broca's area entirely. Target group patients with lesions sparing Broca's area were still notably impaired relative to the control group. Moreover, the results for the patients with lesions sparing Broca's area were not consistent with the null hypothesis of no impairment (for all, Wilcox Z > 3.0, P < 0.05). In addition, target group patients with no impairment in verbal functions and/or language skills still had widespread and severe cognitive deficits ( Fig. S4 and Table S4 ). Fig. 2 for reference. In our main analysis, patients in the target group had greater impairment across more cognitive domains compared with patients in the control group. (B-F) Degree of impairment and profile agreement for the two groups after removing patients to control for several potentially confounding variables; censored cases are indicated by lighter colors. In each case, the relatively greater impairment of the target group is evident. (B) Sex. The L aIns target group was composed entirely of males, whereas other groups included both sexes (2 males and 4 females). The L aIns group was excluded from this analysis. (C) Hand (handedness). Several patients in the main analysis were not fully right-handed (+100 ; Table S1 ). This analysis was limited to fully right-handed patients only. (D) Stroke. Etiology was mixed in our control group, whereas most target cases suffered strokes. This analysis was limited to patients who suffered strokes only. The gray line is related to frequency of cases with lesions within a range of volumes; black lines and points indicate the 5th and 95th percentiles in this distribution; colored points and lines indicate the volumes of lesions for the control patients (blue; n = 11) and main target patients (red; n = 12). Most control and target patients had lesion volumes that fell well within the typical range of the Iowa Patient Registry. On average, the control group had slightly larger lesion volumes compared with the target group. (Bottom) Relationship between lesion volume and overall mean neuropsychological impairment ratings for the main target (n = 12; red) and control (n = 11; blue) groups. In the target group, larger lesions were significantly correlated with greater overall cognitive impairment (*P < 0.01). In the control group, lesion volume was not significantly related to cognitive impairment. Table 1 . Age at lesion represents the age of the patient at the time of brain injury, in years. Age at test represents the age of the patient at the time of research neuroimaging used for lesion tracing. Chronicity refers to the interval between lesion onset and neuroimaging study, in months. Fisher refers to Fisher's exact test, which yields only a P value. Handedness ranges from fully right handed (+100) to fully left handed (−100). Category represents educational attainment category (1, less than high school diploma; 2, high school diploma with some additional education; 3, college degree and beyond). Adaptive Functions "The usual criterion of good outcome for younger adults...is return to gainful employment." "For older people...degree of independence, self-care, and whether the patient could return home rather than to a care facility."
For each domain, the following rating scale was used: 0 = no impairment, meaning no significant impairment; 1 = moderate impairment, neuropsychological performance 1.5-2 SD below normative expectations and some effect on activities of daily living; 2 = severe impairment, neuropsychological performance at least 2 SD and typically ≥3 SD below normative expectations that substantially affect activities of daily living. Quotations describing each domain were drawn (whenever available) from corresponding chapter introductions in Lezak et al. (1) , and from the main text of the chapter otherwise. Table S3 . Average ratings of impairment for each group in each cognitive domain and tests of between-group differences (related to Fig. 2 <0.001* Impairment scores (0 = no impairment, 1 = moderate impairment, 2 = severe impairment) are summarized and compared for the target and control groups. In seven of the nine cognitive domains and in overall impairment, the target group was significantly more impaired than the control group. Scores in bold type were significantly greater than 0 (P < 0.05), whereas the others were not. Italicized entries at the bottom of each SD column indicate SEM for the overall impairment score. For the Verbal Functions domain, the entire control group was scored as normal, and so a 1-sample test vs. μ = 0 was used instead (underlined). *P < 0.05. Table S4 . Full statistical summary of follow-up analyses controlling for demographic, attribute, and lesion variables (related to Fig. 2 Data are P values for nonparametric between-group tests and Wilcox Z values in parentheses. Follow-up analyses controlling for several variables revealed a broadly similar pattern as the main analysis with significant impairments of the target group always evident in two of nine cognitive domains. Abbreviations are as detailed in Fig 
